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What We Do See Depends
Mainly On What We Look For:
Perspectives On The New Energy Enterprise
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Some time ago, as a graduate geologist, I was logging percussion
chips and diamond core on the ‘Tick Hill’ gold development project
at The Monument, one-hundred Kilometres south of Mount Isa in
north-west Queensland, Australia. It was a beautiful orebody with
gold nuggets of matchhead size; the proven resource was ultimately
delineated at 470,000 tonnes at 27 grams of gold per tonne. The
deposit was hosted in the Middle Proterozoic, amphibolite facies
Corella Formation, which likely originated as a continental tuff, arkose
and evaporite sequence.

Below oxidation level, the ore was hosted in what we called “Galah-stone”; a vibrant pink and offwhite colour, texturally laminated, and represented a highly strained quartz-feldspar mylonite. The
host resembled the colours of the local pink and grey cockatoo. As I understand it, the deposit was
discovered by stream sediment sampling which revealed a seven part per billion gold anomaly, and
follow-up soil geochemistry programs. The deposit was bounded by two outcropping and strike
extensive quartz blows. The fieldies at the time (accomplished prospectors themselves) recalled that
historically, countless Afghan camel drivers would have sampled the quartz blows, but to no avail as the
quartz was barren; the lode was tucked neatly in the synformal fold-limb, hidden.
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Tick Hill offered much needed hope for Mount Isa
Mines (“MIM”), an opportunity to revive corporate
fortune and consequently, as these things do,
attracted significant attention from the senior
executive. In the early summer, we received word
of a fly-in visit from the iconic Don Zimmerman,
Executive General Manager for Exploration. Given
two days’ notice, we had much to do in preparation.
The standard preparation was to retrieve half-core
and chip trays and lay them out for viewing, lay-out
the hand-drawn orebody sections, chide the drillers
to clean-up their camp, ensure our laundry wasn’t
on the clothes line, vehicles were washed and the
general objective being to create the impression that
the camp and project were orderly and well run. It
was achievable given the timeframe, so… we spent
the afternoon racing each other on the motor-cross
track that we had built.
As luck would have it, I had a spectacularly bad crash
on the track and the next morning I was collected on
a milk run by the Flying Doctor for x-rays in Mount
Isa. Shortly after take-off, I noticed from my window,
an anomalously green clump of herbage amidst the
Gidgee and mixed Acacia, with a well-worn vehicle
track connecting a circular drive around the green
clump and back to the bike track. I had driven many
times through that area and could not recall seeing
it and considered that it was only visible on take-off
or landing from the airstrip, a different perspective,
fortunately.
X-rayed and cleared, I drove back to camp that
afternoon with a mild case of concussion and a
fractured pelvis and straight away made a beeline
for the fieldies to tell them about the green
anomaly. Nothing ever came of it; apparently visual
hallucinations are commonplace with concussion,
but it certainly offered another perspective and a
possibility not seen previously.

Image: Tick Hill gold project https://www.i-q.net.au/main/tick-hill-gold-project-shows-promise-for-carnaby
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“ One week later, I received a facsimile from HR offering
me the role and I signed the contract immediately. By
the end of the month, I was field mapping anticlines in
the southern Highlands Fold-and-Thrustbelt of Papua
New Guinea. I hardly saw Sydney. That was thirty years
ago.”
Don arrived in a charter and was met by our
capable project geologist (Richard Crookes)
and given the VIP tour of the development
drilling site and the clean and tidy camp
and core yard. Don had many remarkable
and positive observations about the project
which reflected well on Richard and his
team, and he courted opinion on project
operations and the geology from fieldies
and geologists alike. With the sagacity of
age, Don brought a calm wisdom to his
interactions and as geologist-cum-executive,
I suppose that he enjoyed the field and the
freedom of expression unburdened. I was
fortunate to have afternoon tea with Don
before he was due to fly out. He asked me
whether I was interested in joining MIM’s
new division for Petroleum Exploration,

where I would be based in Sydney on
secondment to Command Petroleum. I
explained to Don, that I had not been on a
date in months and that I would certainly
be interested in living in Sydney for a while.
One week later, I received a facsimile from
HR offering me the role and I signed the
contract immediately. By the end of the
month, I was field mapping anticlines in the
southern Highlands Fold-and-Thrustbelt of
Papua New Guinea. I hardly saw Sydney.
That was thirty years ago.
I should mention at this point, that
transitioning from minerals to oil and gas had
its challenges and joys, but I will give a tip
to young players (any players) considering a
similar move, in either direction and it is:
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Know your Technical
Strength and Play to it

In my case, structural analysis and field mapping,
and leveraging from this platform I extended these
techniques from the igneous and metamorphic
into the sedimentary system. I then established
capability under excellent mentors, over time, in
the staples for oil and gas; facies analysis, organic
geochemistry, seismic and non-seismic geophysics,
petrophysics, and so on. Further, I made the
decision to move back-and-forth between oil and
gas, and minerals to develop cross-competencies.
One competency I particularly focussed upon was
Play Based Exploration (“PBE”).
For the upstream oil and
gas business the
application of PBE shifted critical focus from the
prospect to the play, that is to the entire spatial,
temporal, and geological system elements
necessary to the conventional or unconventional

hydrocarbon accumulation. PBE revolutionised oil
and gas exploration, conceptually and commercially,
and certain features are directly transferable to the
exploration for high-value critical minerals. For
an overview on PBE and its application to critical
minerals in general, and for Lithium and Graphite
specifically, see the ACE 2020 presentation and in
the YouTube channel for EMD, at Critical Mineral
Exploration: The Next Energy Frontier (start time is
at 1:08:08 but review the entire session if you can).

Further, I would suggest that minerals and
petroleum geoscientists alike would find useful
this reference by Oliver P. Kreuzer; “Linking Mineral
Deposit Models to Quantitative Risk Analysis and
Decision-Making in Exploration.”
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Figure 1: Depiction of the direct comparison of the minerals exploration hierarchies and scalars on the
left, and on the right face of the pyramid the hierarchies for oil and gas with faces coalescing at the top,
beyond the prospect, at the portfolio level. In the portfolio space we use commercial metrics and in turn
communicate probabilistic risk and reward, with our non-geoscience colleagues.
From Tectonics at the base and rising through the comparisons of Province to Basin, System to Play and
at each level, consider the correlative techniques and analyses across the divide that is hard and softrock. Are they really that different, conceptually at least?

Another tip is to stay technically focussed and avoid
management for as long as is possible. Lead where
you can, yet avoid pure leadership roles too early, as
these are not why you became a geoscientist. In my
humble opinion, management roles are sometimes
occupied by gifted amateurs, typically identified
early in their careers as having an executive
disposition and then transplanted into hothouse
roles for a year or two, to grow a capability ‘lite’
before the next transplant, to ultimately pop-up and
flower in middle management, ten or fifteen years
later. Do not become one. That said, I know of some
excellent professionals that are managers, but I do

not know many that are technically proficient, at
least as I would define it. The best leaders I know are
the ones that were technical, hands-on and team
focussed professionals for most of their career, and
to some extent, reluctantly assumed management
and leadership roles around the time the grey
hair arrived. That said, there are geoscientists that
became managers because they felt that whoever
was in charge had to know what they were doing
and felt so inclined to be that person and assume
leadership, often rightly so.
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Critical Minerals & The New
Energy Enterprise
I recently chaired three sessions, with fellow greyhair, William (Bill) Ambrose, at AAPG’s ACE 2020
conference. The session themes were concerned
with critical minerals, and the new energy
frontiers on earth, the moon, and the planets.
Presentations were of a high standard, as one
would expect from AAPG, yet three stood out for
me, at least - Understanding the Depositional
Character of Lunar Ice (Wyatt), Technical and
Economic Restraints on Resource Development
on the Moon, Mars, and the Asteroids (Ambrose)
and Milankovic Cycles on Mars and the Impact on
Economic Exploration (Brzostowski).

Now that we are within reach of the technology
to explore for commodities in the space beyond
earth, only an inert person could not be excited
by the prospect of prospects, in space. As I see it,
exploration, and the quest to reach beyond our
grasp, is a driving force, intrinsic to self, yet at the
same time, an innately selfless pursuit to deliver
the material sources of betterment for humanity.
Of course, the pursuit, ultimate capture and
commodification has consequences, and the socalled new energy economy, is bringing these
considerations into sharp focus, here on earth.

These presentations are located here, where you
can also find speaker details.

Figure 2:
Commodities in terms of the annual demand increase in 2050 as a percentage of 2018 production and the annual
forecast demand in millions of tonnes in 2050. The extraction and processing of most of these minerals is the
exclusive domain of the conventional mining or hard rock business. But will this remain the case for all minerals, is
there a disruption coming to the conventional mining model?
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The sheer scale of forecast demand for high-value
minerals critical to emerging energy technology
will require novel methods for exploration and
production beyond, the current reach and scale,
of traditional practice. To their credit, Mining
Houses, are aiming for zero net (CO2) emissions
by 2050, and entering commercial solar PV,
wind, and bioenergy, and applying these
technologies to mining operations. Beyond a
greenhouse gas perspective, the environmental
impacts of mining include significant effort to
manage health and safety, water use, airborne
particulates, land management and social
licence to operate. Whilst these issues are the
subject of serious and ongoing effort, I speculate
that some of the burden on mining could be lifted,

continues globally at pace with the U.S.G.S and
US Department of Energy at the Milford, Utah
FORGE site. For those unfamiliar with EGS and
the extraction of ore, I would suggest reviewing
the “Conceptual Framework for Orebody-EGS”,
which describes the Combined Heat, Power
and Metal extraction (“CHPM”) from ultra-deep
orebodies.”

were the extraction and handling processes
of ore production, could be supplemented by
the hydraulic production of certain high-value
critical mineral deposits.

in open cut and underground operations, whilst
1 Current
operating goldTailings
mines12
delivering Figure
a safer
workplace.
dams,
evaporation ponds, waste hauling and dumps,
and digging operations would no longer be
required and consequently the CHPM replaces
conventional mining impacts with producer
and injector wellheads, pipe, and a renewable
energy sourced electrowinning process plant.

The concept is based upon the emerging
developments
in
Enhanced
Geothermal
Systems (“ËGS”). Significant effort has been
applied locally to EGS in the Cooper Basin,
with Geodynamics’ Habanero Project, and

Legacy geothermal as compared to CHPM
geothermal is analogous to the differentiation
between conventional and unconventional
aspects of hydrocarbon production and has the
potential to deliver comparable outcomes to the
minerals industry. CHPM has the potential to
eliminate the considerable earthworks involved

Figure 3: Schematic for CHPM. Which
technical competitive advantages does
an E&P company, or Mining House,
have in solar PV, wind, tide, or hydrogen
technologies, versus the current players?
CHPM has its challenges, but who better
to solve them than the industry that
brought us hydraulic fracturing in the
first place? Hydraulic fracturing is also
currently under test in hard rock preconditioning, at link: https://www.csiro.
au/en/Research/MRF/Areas/Resourcefulmagazine/Issue-10/New-standard-forblock-caving
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Evolution sees increasingly complex
systems and new hierarchies based
upon entities, which demonstrate
greater efficiencies and resilience, over
competitors. Evolution in business by
leveraging competitive advantage is the
key for energy and mining companies,
and evolution will not be achieved by
devolving or discarding hard won corporate
experience and knowledge, which appears
to be the pathway some of the larger
oil and gas companies are taking. The
integrated energy resource business
model is achievable by both the Mining

Houses and the Oil & Gas companies,
each pathway made achievable, by
increasing leverage upon intrinsic technical
competencies and potentially, more
effectively, in strategic partnership. Many
elements are common but the Future
Integrated Energy Resources company
encompasses, and is accountable for
the energy, structural & critical mineral
inputs to drive its renewable/sustainable
energy elements and leverages core and
common geoscience engineering skills, to
explore and produce in an acceptable and
sustainable model.

Figure 4: On the left-hand side the traditional oil and gas company is represented as
vertically integrated from Exploration and Production, to gas fired electricity generation
and petroleum refining, and on the right-hand side the traditional mining company.
Current efforts by both the oil and gas industry and miners to participate in the new
energy or renewable energy economy are represented by a green square covering
the icons for solar, wind and bio energy at the left for oil and gas and right for miners.
There is a further pathway that requires exploration, and it is not an either/or proposition
in relation to the existing efforts with solar and wind. That is, oil and gas, and mining
companies may merge through the EGS pathway to arrive at CHPM, in partnership or
independently, as depicted by the green squares highlighting Enhanced Geothermal and
the central and coalescing point of the Integrated Future Energy Resources enterprise.
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5 key
concluding
points
1. Advocacy and Education - Not Apology.
Why do Oil and Gas companies and Mining Houses need to evolve? The business and energy climate
are changing, and investor activism on an institutional level is increasing, and markets reward ethically
conducted and environmentally sound practices. Absolutists and activists cannot effectively be
appeased, but the public will recognise a rational argument.

2. Critical Minerals Supply Chains Must
be Secure.

3. The Integrated Future Energy
Enterprise is Achievable.

Companies outsourcing critical components of
their business value chain, to less certain third
parties in cheaper operating environments, risk
being held accountable for their environmental
harm. Controlling the integral components
of the energy resources value chain, will drive
environmentally sound best practices, bolster
reputation and facilitate wider access to an
informed investor pool.

The integrated energy resource business model is
achievable by both Mining and Oil & Gas companies,
each pathway made possible, by increasing leverage
of intrinsic technical competencies and more effective,
by strategic partnership in deployment of EGS and
CHPM. Beyond exploration and production, there too
exists significant potential for strategic partnership in
commodity value-adding and manufacturing.

4. Opportunities for World Class
Investments Exist in Queensland and
Throughout Australia.
Australia’s state, territory and federal governments
have dedicated significant effort to encourage
investment in Australia’s critical minerals future.
Opportunities abound be they in-mine, near-mine
stranded resources or greenfield. The technology
for CHPM is ‘in-development’ yet the techniques to
locate and delineate prospective resources are here
now, and oil and gas developed PBE workflows are
the key to unlock undiscovered resource potential
for future mining operations.

5. It is Okay to Dream.
The future of mining in space will not be achieved
with dump trucks and diggers, and the space craft
that shuttle between earth and the moon and planets,
will not be coal-fired. The integrated Future Energy
Enterprise will be developed on Earth and ultimately
taken to the Moon and beyond. The Afghan camel
trains that traversed the Australian outback, have long
been replaced by more efficient transport, Tick Hill
is effectively mined-out and I have lost contact with
the fieldies, from The Monument. Across time, in that
place, we all shared the exhilaration of discovery and I
sometimes wonder with a sense of irony whether the
cameleers, camped next to the quartz blows at Tick
Hill, under a dusted night, stared upward and deep
into the sky and looked for gold.

Note: Hat tip to John Lubbock for inspiration. I extend my gratitude to Robert (Bob) Hall for his time and recollection of
MIM days, and Robin O’Leary for his contribution to this article https://www.linkedin.com/in/robin-o-leary-894a67114/
and to my ACE co-author and friend, David Beckett of Rockleigh Advisory: https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-beckettbb699810/.
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